Rockin’ in Tuscany
Mike Clark reports from Italy’s Lucca Summer Festival on a crucial ﬁrst
gig for a new dry hire company . . .
[Italy] Lucca, the walled Tuscan
town steeped in character and
Roman history, hosted a vibrant
range of acts and genres during
the recent Lucca Summer
Festival (LSF).
Staged in the main square with the exception of Roger
Waters’ Us+Them, which took
place at Mura Storiche outside
Lucca’s historic walls - this
year’s edition of the festival saw
performances from Queens of
the Stone Age, the Hollywood
Vampires, Ringo Starr and his
All Starr Band, King Crimson,
James Taylor and Bonnie Raitt,
Lenny Kravitz, Norah Jones with
Marcus Miler and band, plus
Italy’s veteran pop star Gianni
Morandi, trio Max Pezzali, Nek
and Francesco Renga and
Caparezza.
LSF, produced by
D’Alessandro & Galli, was a key
event for well-known industry
figure Vincent ‘Vinnie’ Perreux,
as it was the debut of VVP
International, his new rental
company. Founded in June with
an Outline-only ‘rack and stack’
stock, Perreux decided to set
up his own dry hire company
after a lengthy career globetrotting with some of the world’s
largest rental companies - and
in a variety of specialist roles in
the live pro audio industry. He
explains: “With all the rental
firms I know, I considered it
pointless investing in FOH or
monitor setups - this modus
operandi enables me to
provide my clients with any
outboard on their riders thanks
to agreements with various
European and North American
companies.”
VIDEO & LIGHTING
For LSF, LED display, video and
lighting contractors were AMG
International, Idea Web and
Amandla Productions,
respectively.
AMG fielded ProLights
AlphaPIX6 6.2mm pitch LED
display modules for the 19m by
6.5m backdrop screen and the
6m by 3.6m IMAG screen on
either side of the stage. Three
Sony HXC-100 HD units and
two robotic BRC-H900 HD PTZ
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models covered the shows and
the FOH video set-up comprised
a flightcased Sony DVS900 HD
video switcher and
a Blackmagic Design
HyperDeck Studio hard disk
plus four 480GB cards, all
supplied by Idea Web.
Apart from a quartet
of Robert Juliat Aramis
followspots, 24 SGM Q-7
RGBW LED strobes and three
Coemar SuperCyc 2.4 fixtures,
the resident light rig, supplied
by Tuscan firm Amandla
Productions (working on the
festival for the 10th consecutive
year), was made up entirely of
DTS fixtures: Wonder.D wash
lights, Katana RGBW LED bars,
Evo Beam/Spot and Raptor

“Dave and I were hugely
impressed with the Outline PA.
It had been brilliantly rigged by
Vinnie and his team, who helped
us adapt it - subtly - for the show.
It was superb, and made Lucca
one of the most satisfying shows
I’ve mixed to-date . . .”
- Chris Porter

beam lights and a series of blinders. Control
was via an MA Lighting grandMA2 Light
console, operated by LSF head of lighting,
Marco Gerli.
SOUND
Perreux designed the sound reinforcement
system for the venue, with VVP responsible
for the PA and FOH audio management for
all the shows in the square. The setup
fielded comprised nine Outline GTO and
a GTO DF for each of the two main hangs,
six GTO in each of the two side hangs, and
a L/R centre cluster with two groups of four
Mantas 28s (each driven two/two), to ensure
greater control stage-front. The bottom end
was handled by 16 ground-stacked DBS18
subs and four LAB 21 infra-subs. Atop the
DBS, front-stage and off-stage were 10
LIPF-082 front-fill speakers. The powerhouse
comprised 12 Powersoft X8 amps.
Control was courtesy of Newton,
Outline’s new audio control and networking
system, an analogue matrix controlled by
the Outline iP24s and two Mac Minis (one
for Outline’s Dashboard control app, the
other for Windows software). All the signals
were fed via Dante with an analogue backup from the drive rack to the amps. From
the guests’ console to the drive rack, it was
therefore possible to take an analogue feed,

AES, Dante, MADI or Coax . . . meaning the
PA could be run as just L/R, or L/R + subs,
L/R + subs + F/F and more.
From his Newton, Perreux sent 12 feeds
to the amps’ inputs and could receive the
same number of feeds from the artists, but
the average set up was L/R + infra-subs in
AES or analogue. Some artists’ production
teams came in with FOH and monitors,
while Amandla catered for the requirements
of others.
There were no great difficulties from
a technical point of view, but Perreux had
some convincing to do about those who’d
never used Outline before. However, about
three quarters of the sound engineers and
production teams were either friends or
people he’d already worked with, so they
took his word.
FOH FEEDBACK
The verdict on VVP’s debut came from some
of the artists’ FOH engineers. Gianni
Morandi’s FOH engineer, Alberto Butturini,
had used Outline systems in the past on
various tours on which resident audio
contractors were involved. “I really liked the
GTO rig at LSF. The venue wasn’t easy - as
the stage was very wide and the FOH
platform positioned so close made sound at
FOH rather unusual, almost 3D - but the

B From top: Vinnie Perreux of VVP
Alberto Butturini, FOH engineer
for Gianni Morandi
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B From top: Jay Rigby, FOH for Queens of the
Stone Age
John Shipp, FOH for Hollywood Vampires
On FOH duties for Kid Crimson, Chris Porter
and systems tech Dave Taylor

sonic yield was excellent and very well
balanced on all frequencies. The square was
well covered with an even diffusion as far as
both SPL and sonic ‘texture’ were
concerned. I was pleased with the audio
systems and the on-site audio staff did
a great job.”
Although predominantly focused on
studio work, sound engineer Alex Trecarichi
has also donned his FOH hat with several
top Italian artists, in particular with Max
Pezzali, for the last eight years. He too had
experience with an Outline GTO system (in
2014 for a Pezzali arena gig). “It has good
definition and I like the way it behaves on the
low frequencies,” he says.
Prior to taking over FOH chores with
Queens Of The Stone Age, Jay Rigby mixed
FOH for The War On Drugs, The 1975,
Prince, 30 Seconds To Mars and Dream
Theater among others. He too was familiar
with Outline kit. “I used it previously at Red
Rocks and it did a fantastic job of making it
up to the top of the hill. At Lucca, I thought
the deployment was very well done and the
systems engineer did an excellent job of
covering the venue better than I had heard it
done before.”
John Shipp was on his first outing on
FOH duty with Hollywood Vampires. His
main gig is as FOH engineer for Aerosmith,
so when Joe Perry asked if he was available
for his side project, he “jumped at the
chance”. He explains: “LSF was my first
time running the Outline system and I was
very excited to try it as I’ve heard about it for
years. I had some curiosities about how it
would work with my artist. Two of my primary
artists don’t wear IEMs on stage - would
the system output too much information
onto the stage from the rear of the array,
as was the case with other boxes I’ve used
on the past? I was very pleased with the
results during my initial walkthrough when
I realised how good the rear rejection was
going to be.”
Shipp’s other concern was with stage
volume, as there were many guitar
amplifiers and cabinets on the deck - how

LiteDeck, StageDex & Prolyte Trussing
available from the premier UK stockist…

was the PA going to interact with them out
at FOH? “The PA performed perfectly and
there was no ‘smear’ going on with the
speakers in the air and those onstage,” he
admits. “Big ‘hats-off’ to Vinnie, who had
the system deployed perfectly for coverage
and intelligibility for the venue. I was also
very impressed with the cardioid sub
configuration, for I had plenty of low-end in
the house and no complaints from the stage
about the subs rolling back onto the deck.”
Chris Porter was the man in the hot
seat mixing the triple drummer line-up and
intricate arrangement of prog act King
Crimson. After almost 40 years as a record
producer and engineer, Porter started mixing
FOH for King Crimson in late 2016. “I’ve
been very fortunate to be part of
a fantastic King Crimson crew, they have
many decades of experience, most of them
in multiple roles, and they’ve looked after
me well. Being so new to mixing live, I rely
to a huge extent on the experience of my
audio colleagues, Dave Taylor [systems tech]
and Russ Wilson [monitors] - they both have
great ears. I’ve now mixed about 60 King
Crimson shows and the question I get asked
more than any other is: ‘What’s it like to mix
a band with three drummers?’ My answer is:
‘I’ve never mixed a band with just one!’”
Porter had never used Outline products in
the past, but was full of praise about the setup: “Dave and I were hugely impressed with
the Outline PA. It had been brilliantly rigged
by Vinnie and his team, who helped us adapt
it - subtly - for the show. It was superb, and
made Lucca one of the most satisfying
shows I’ve mixed to-date.”
After the event, Perreux enthused: “It was
one of the best international showcases in
Italy for both VVP and Outline, thanks to
the trust placed in me by D’Alessandro e
Galli and Leonardo Dani [Outline’s deputy
general manager of sales], as well as a
great get-together with sound engineers and
production teams I’d worked with in the
past . . . it was pure rock‘n’roll!”
//outline.it
www.vvpinternationalltd.com

Call us for pricing

03330 142 101
stage-electrics.co.uk
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